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Abstract
Mobility as a Service (MaaS) is a recent innovative transport concept, anticipated to induce significant changes in the
current transport practices. However, there is ambiguity surrounding the concept; it is uncertain what are the core charac-
teristics of MaaS and in which way they can be addressed. Further, there is a lack of an assessment framework to classify
their unique characteristics in a systematic manner, even though several MaaS schemes have been implemented around
the world. In this study, we define this set of attributes through a literature review, which is then used to describe selected
MaaS schemes and existing applications. We also examine the potential implications of the identified core characteristics
of the service on the following three areas of transport practices: travel demand modelling, supply-side analysis and busi-
ness model design. Finally, we propose the necessary enhancements needed to deliver such an innovative service like
MaaS, by establishing the state of art in those fields.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the increasing number of transport ser-
vices offered in cities and the advancements in technol-
ogy and ICT have introduced an innovative Mobility as
a Service (MaaS) concept. It combines different trans-
port modes to offer a tailored mobility package, similar
to a monthly mobile phone contract and includes other
complementary services, such as trip planning, reserva-
tion, and payments, through a single interface (Hietanen,
2014). This bundling of mobility modes presents a shift
away from the existing ownership-based transport sys-

tem toward an access-based one. It offers users a tai-
lored hyper-convenient mobility solution, with a promis-
ing perspective to substitute private car.

Given its promising prospects, there is still a high de-
gree of ambiguity surrounding the concept with multi-
ple sources vying to offer definitions of MaaS, many of
which may conflict with one another or deal with differ-
ent aspects of the concept altogether. Additionally, al-
though several MaaS schemes have been implemented
around the world, there is a lack of assessment frame-
work that classifies their unique characteristics in a sys-
tematic manner. “What constitutes a MaaS concept?”
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is the central proposition of this study. To examine this
proposition, we first attempt to define MaaS and the
core characteristics based on a literature review. We
build on earlier related works, such as Kamargianni, Li,
Matyas and Schäfer (2016) and report our overview in
Section 2. We then use these characteristics to review
12 selected MaaS schemes, presented in Section 3. This
reveals certain differences and similarity trends among
the schemes considered. It also grounds our theoretical
characteristics of MaaS at an operational level and re-
veals certain attributes unique to a practical level. Next,
we highlight the challenges to approach this emerging
phenomenon of MaaS in Section 4, by examining the po-
tential implications of the identified core characteristics
of the service on the following three areas of transport
practices: travel demandmodelling, supply-side analysis,
and designing business model. We review the state of
the art in the three areas and explore the probable en-
hancements that will be required to deliver such an inno-
vative and integrated mobility service. Finally, the paper
is concluded in Section 5. The outcomes can be useful to
pinpoint MaaS’ core characteristics, derive a framework
to assess MaaS schemes that fulfil to a certain degree
this set of attributes and to indicate future challenges in
transportation research.

2. Definition of MaaS

2.1. Existing Definitions

Mobility as a Service (MaaS) is a very recent mobility
concept. It can be thought of as a concept (a new idea
for conceiving mobility), a phenomenon (occurring with
the emergence of new behaviours and technologies) or
as a new transport solution (which merges the differ-
ent available transportmodes andmobility services). The
first comprehensive definition of MaaS is offered by Hi-
etanen (2014). He describes MaaS as a mobility distribu-
tion model that deliver users’ transport needs through
a single interface of a service provider. It combines dif-
ferent transport modes to offer a tailored mobility pack-
age, like a monthly mobile phone contract. This interpre-
tation encompasses some of the core characteristics of
MaaS: customer’s need-based, service bundling, coop-
erativity and interconnectivity in transport modes and
service providers. Cox (2015) adds to this definition, by
emphasizing the similarity with the telecommunication
sector. Being based on the same definition, Finger, Bert
and Kupfer (2015) envisioned MaaS to integrate trans-
port modes through the internet.

Holmberg, Collado, Sarasini and Williander (2016)
emphasized the role of subscription in MaaS, giving the
user the possibility to plan his/her journey, in terms of
booking and paying the several transport modes that
might be required, all in one service. To access the ser-
vice, travelers will be asked to register or make an ac-
count. At a first level, this is to make booking and pay-
ment easier, as the concept envisions a ’seamless’ com-

bination of all transportation modes and a ’Mobility Ag-
gregator’ that gathers and sells all services through a
single smartphone app, allowing easy fare payment and
one-stop billing (CIVITAS, 2016). Based on the traveller’s
needs, he/she can have the choice of ‘pay-as-you-go’
or pre/post pay, considering his/her registration and a
monthly subscription. At a second stage, subscription re-
sults in personalisation, framingmobility services around
traveller’s preferences, which is one important advan-
tage that is absent from conventional public transport
services and thus not covering passenger’s needs which
might result in inconvenience (Atasoy, Ikeda, Song, &
Ben-Akiva, 2015). More specifically, tailoring the bun-
dles to the heterogeneous needs of the subscribers (i.e.
preferences in mode choice) is beneficial for both users
and transport providers usually referred to as collabo-
rative customisation or personalisation (Hietanen, 2014;
Kamargianni, Matyas, Li, & Schäfer, 2015).

In addition to the definitions above,which emphasize
the bundling and subscription aspects of MaaS, there
are various other interpretations of the term that under-
score other aspects. Atkins (2015) definesMaaS as a new
way to provide transport, which facilitates the users to
get from A to B by combining available mobility options
and presenting them in a completely integrated manner.
Thus, it is possible to consider MaaS as mobility service
that is flexible, personalized and on-demand. Evidently,
MaaS essential characteristic is the user-centric vision
which frames themobility service provision, a viewwhich
many authors strongly emphasize.

The key function of the internet and, more in general,
of the technologies, has also been underlined in several
definitions. Nemtanu, Schlingensiepen, Buretea and Ior-
dache (2016) consider the Information and Communica-
tion Technologies (ICTs) as the main component of MaaS
systems. They mention the collection, transmission, pro-
cess, and presentation of the information necessary for
identifying the best transport solution for user’s needs.
ICTs also play a vital part in information integration and
convergence between users, providers, and services. The
emergent notion in the Internet of Things (IoT), which
further accentuate the connectivity between physical ob-
jects and virtual data, is a vision of Smart transportation
systems to support the Smart City vision (Sherly & Soma-
sundareswari, 2015). In the context of MaaS, similar em-
phasis stressing the importance of integrations between
transport data, data infrastructure and physical transport
infrastructure can also be observed (Hietanen, 2014). In
Melis, Prandini, Sartori and Callegati (2016)’s interpre-
tation, IoT acts as an enabler for the integration of pri-
vate and public transport. Similarly, Giesecke, Surakka
and Hakonen (2016) also considered an intelligent use
of ICTs as the basis for transporting persons through the
combination of different means.

By providing seamless travels with accessible and af-
fordable solutions, MaaS has a perspective to contribute
toward the strategic goals to achieve integrated multi-
modal systems, substituting private vehicleswith alterna-
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tive models (Chowdhury & Ceder, 2016; CIVITAS, 2016;
Luk & Olszewski, 2003). Gould, Wehrmeyer and Leach
(2015) envision MaaS as an opportunity to decarbonise
transport sector by reducing the use of private cars and
encouraging the diffusion of electric vehicles (EVs) within
the city. Integrating transportation in a service like MaaS
can shift the interest fromprivate car usage to alternative
modes counteracting the negative effect of current trans-
port systems on urban contexts and the environment.
However, Holmberg et al. (2016) point out the impor-
tance in settingMaaS tariff to ensure users’ positive pref-
erence toward more sustainable modes, thus contribut-
ing to the sustainability vision.

Interestingly, Giesecke et al. (2016) conceptualize
MaaS as a socio-technical phenomenon with sustainabil-
ity as a critical aspect, thus shedding the light on the so-
ciological level and the sustainability dimensions of the
concept. This highlights the importance of users’ accep-
tance and adoption to MaaS, as well as its roles to trans-
form their habits and behaviours to meet their travel
needs in a sustainable way. Accordingly, other authors
consider sustainability and user perspective as the core
elements of MaaS concept.

In the interpretation of König, Eckhardt, Aapaoja, So-
chor and Karlsson (2016), MaaS offers need-based and
customized mobility solutions for the users with the goal
of achieving amore sustainable transport. This change of
focus considers the social context to fulfil users’ needs
and environmental aspect while addressing the chal-
lenge of urban mobility. Implementing and delivering in-
novative services like MaaS will help to enhance acces-
sibility and equity through a shift from ownership-based
to access-based transportation. More specifically, a wide
range of alternative modes and customized mobility ser-
vices is expected to have societal value, increasing acces-
sibility in reaching places and in the ability to utilize trans-
portmodes. Exploring the current use of shared-mobility,
it is believed that these options can be the solutions for
residents of low-density areas, as well as an affordable
solution for low-income households (CIVITAS, 2016).

Other definitions considered the user-centred per-
spective from an operational point of view (Ghanbari,
Álvarez San-Jaime, Casey, & Markendahl, 2015; Kamar-
gianni et al., 2016; Rantasila, 2016). The main goal of
MaaS systems is to provide seamless door-to-door mo-
bility for users. This is made feasible by the technologi-
cal advances, the cooperation of different operators, the
bundling of several transport modes. Things have to be
done in a smarter and more efficient way and by the full
deployment of ICT and a stronger cooperation between
public and private transport providers, Maas can result
in a better allocation of resources and services, with the
citizen as an end-user (Hietanen, 2014).

2.2. Proposed Core Characteristics of MaaS

Based on the literature review on definitions of MaaS
in the previous section and further research about rel-

evant innovative mobility services and ideas, we sum-
marized the core characteristics that should be appar-
ent when implementing such concept in practice. Table 1
presents those elements, without implying any hierarchi-
cal ranking.

3. An Overview of Existing MaaS Schemes

In this section, we present an overview of 12 selected
MaaS schemes from around the world. Table 2 presents
an analysis of these pilots and case studies that have been
implemented in the context of MaaS and are described
in accordance with the core characteristics defined in
the previous section. Selecting these MaaS schemes was
the outcome of a thorough review of literature and re-
search. The list could be more extended than the one
presented; we are aware of schemes such as Kätevä
Seinäjoki (Seinäjoki, Finland), Mobility broker (Aachen,
Germany), Mobility Mixx (Netherlands), Open Mobility
(Berlin, Germany), Radiuz Total Mobility (Netherlands),
Reisbalans (Netherlands), Stadtwerke PlusCard (Münster,
Germany), Stuttgart-Services (Stuttgart, Germany), Swiss-
Pass Plus (Switzerland), Switchh (Hamburg, Germany),
Tripkey (Netherlands), Ylläs Around (Ylläs area, Finland),
and other schemes included in MaaSiFie project (König
et al., 2016) and Kamargianni et al. (2016). However, the
scope of this paper highlights the importance of themain
characteristics that should complement MaaS concepts
and applications. Therefore, the selection process made
necessary to exclude those case studies or pilots that lack
the majority of this set of attributes, thus we present
the schemes that were once conceptualized, designed
and implemented covering at a certain degree most of
these aspects.

The majority (eleven) of these schemes are from Eu-
rope and one from the United States. Eight of these are
operational schemes, three are pilot schemes, and one
is a scheme that was planned but cancelled before its
operation even began (SHIFT). Three of these schemes
have already ceased their operations. While there are
large variations in the criteria, certain patterns can be ob-
served. For example, public transport is nearly always in-
cluded as part of the transport modes offered (eleven).
Additionally, bike sharing (seven current, one planned),
car sharing (eight current, one planned), and taxi (ten
current, one planned) are included in most of these
schemes. Certain schemes also include rental car (three),
parking (six), and regional transport (six), as well as peer-
to-peer car rental (one), and permit to congestion charg-
ing zone (one).

Other apparent trends: pay-per-use is mostly offered
as a tariff option (seven), all schemes offer their plat-
form through smart phone apps, while two schemes also
provide web alternatives. Next, most services provide
real-time information, trip planning, booking, ticketing,
and payment functionalities. Some also include perks,
such as push information for service alerts, integrated
invoice, access to municipality services, freight services
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Table 1. Description of MaaS’ core characteristics based on literature review.

Core Characteristic Description

1. Integration of
transport modes

A goal of MaaS schemes is to encourage the use of public transport services, by bringing together
multi-modal transportation and allowing the users to choose and facilitating them in their
intermodal trips. Following transport modes may be included: public transport, taxi, car-sharing,
ride-sharing, bike-sharing, car-rental, on-demand bus services. Envisioning a service beyond the
urban boundaries, it will embrace also long-distance buses and trains, flights, and ferries.

2. Tariff option

MaaS platform offers users two types of tariffs in accessing its mobility services: “mobility
package” and “pay-as-you-go”. The package offers bundles of various transport modes and
includes a certain amount of km/minutes/points that can be utilized in exchange for a monthly
payment. The pay-as-you-go charges users according to the effective use of the service.

3. One platform

MaaS relies on a digital platform (mobile app or web page) through which the end-users can
access to all the necessary services for their trips: trip planning, booking, ticketing, payment, and
real-time information. Users might also access to other useful services, such as weather
forecasting, synchronization with personal activity calendar, travel history report, invoicing,
and feedback.

4. Multiple actors

MaaS ecosystem is built on interactions between different groups of actors through a digital
platform: demanders of mobility (e.g. private customer or business customer), a supplier of
transport services (e.g. public or private) and platform owners (e.g. third party, PT provider,
authority). Other actors can also cooperate to enable the functioning of the service and improve
its efficiency: local authorities, payment clearing, telecommunication and data
management companies.

5. Use of
technologies

Different technologies are combined to enable MaaS: devices, such as mobile computers and
smartphones; a reliable mobile internet network (WiFi, 3G, 4G, LTE); GPS; e-ticketing and
e-payment system; database management system and integrated infrastructure of technologies
(i.e. IoT).

6. Demand
orientation

MaaS is a user-centric paradigm. It seeks to offer a transport solution that is best from customer’s
perspective to be made via multimodal trip planning feature and inclusion of demand-responsive
services, such as taxi.

7. Registration
requirement

The end-user is required to join the platform to access available services. An account can be valid
for a single individual or, in certain cases, an entire household. The subscription not only facilitates
the use of the services but also enables the service personalisation.

8. Personalisation

Personalisation ensures end users’ requirements and expectations are met more effectively and
efficiently by considering the uniqueness of each customer. The system provides the end-user
with specific recommendations and tailor-made solutions on the basis of her/his profile, expressed
preferences, and past behaviors (e.g. travel history). Additionally, they may connect their social
network profiles with their MaaS account.

9. Customisation

Customisation enables end users to modify the offered service option in according to their
preferences. This can increase MaaS’ attractiveness among travelers and its customers’
satisfaction and loyalty. They may freely compose a specified chained trip or build their mobility
package with a different volume of usage of certain transport modes to better achieve their
preferred travel experiences.

(planned), and real-time congestion monitoring. Addi-
tionally, a third party is the service aggregator for the
majority of these schemes (seven), three other schemes
have PT-providers as their aggregators and two rely on
their local authorities. All of them utilised GPS technol-
ogy, nine cases employ ePay, two offer smart card for
payments and one eWallet, which can also be used to
pay for other services.

While several apps allow unregistered users to use
basic functionalities like route planning, all of them re-
quired users’ registration to access the service, make a
booking and customise the service to their needs. More
variations can be observed across the personalisation

and customisation criterion. Still, certain common fea-
tures, such as storing of past or favourited trips and se-
lection of preferred modes can be discerned.

In addition to the core characteristics identified in Ta-
ble 2, we established three MaaS attributes through the
review of case studies, they are:

1. Decision influence—Certain MaaS schemes have
features to influence users’ trip decisions, ranges
from a less active approach, such as SMILE’s com-
parison of CO2 emission by each mode to a more
active approach in UbiGo, which promotes PT
mode, and an incentive-based of Whim, which re-
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Table 2. Summary of MaaS schemes reviewed in this study.

Scheme TransitApp Optymod Mobility 2.0 SHIFT—Project UbiGo Mobility Shop
(Area) (USA, UK, (Lyon, France) services 100 (Gothenburg, (Hannover,

Canada, Europe, (Palma, Spain) (Las Vegas, USA) Sweden) Germany)
Australia)

Status Operational Operational Pilot Planned Pilot Operational
(Year) (2012–) (2012–) (2013–) (2013–2015) (2013–2014) (2014–)

Transport PT (Inc. local PT PT Bike sharing PT PT
modes and ferry) Bike sharing Bike sharing Car sharing Bike sharing Car sharing
related Bike sharing Regional train Taxi Taxi Car sharing Taxi
services Car sharing Parking Shared shuttle Car rental Regional trains

Taxi Taxi
Ride-hailing

Tariff Pay-per-use None Pay-per-use Monthly Monthly Fixed monthly
option tariff tariff membership

to access
discounted tariff

Platform App/Web App App/Web App App App

Available Real time info. Real time info. Real time info. Trip planning Trip planning Real time info.
functionalities Trip planning congestion Trip planning Booking Booking Booking

Booking (shared Prediction Service alerts Payment Ticketing Ticketing
modes/Taxi) Trip planning Real time Invoicing Payment Payment
Payment (bike Booking (bike congestion Invoicing Invoicing
sharing) sharing) monitor 24hr customer Service alerts
Service alerts Service alerts service phone
Departure alarms Plane’s arrival- line
Stop notifications departure time

info

Type of actors Public and Public actors Public and Private actor Public and Public and
involved private actors Local private actors 3rd party private actors private actors
Service 3rd party authority Local authority 3rd party PT provider
aggregator

Use of GPS / ePay (bike GPS GPS GPS / ePay GPS / Smart GPS / ePay /
technologies sharing only) card Smart card

Demand Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
orientation

Registration Yes, for Yes, for Yes, for NA Yes, for usage Yes, for usage
requirement booking and customisation booking and and and

customisation customisation customisation customisation

Personalisation Store regular Input personal Store Automatically NA Store favourites
and preferred address, favourite Optimised trips and recall
routes preferable trips trip planner previous trip
Saved location modes, and

ownership of
bicycle

Customisation Minimised Select service Enable Mobility budget Mobility Possibility to
walking option subscription certain map with Top-up budget with create individual
Disabled certain for news sections and Top-up and mix of
service/modes accessibility roll over transportation
Link with map people Booking and
calendar and with special payment
personal contact needs cancelation
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Table 2. Summary of MaaS schemes reviewed in this study (continued).

Platform Smile Tuup My Cicero Moovel Whim WienMobil Lab
(Area) (Vienna, Austria) (Turku Region, (Italy) (Germany) (Helsinki, (Vienna,

Finland) Finland) Austria)

Status Pilot Operational Operational Operational Operational Based on Smile
(Year) (2014–2015) (2015–) (2015–) (2016–) (2016–) project

(2015–2016)

Transport PT PT PT PT PT PT
modes and (e-)Bike sharing Bike sharing Taxi* Bike sharing Rental car Bike-sharing
related (e-)Car sharing Car sharing Parking spaces Car sharing Taxi Car-sharing
services Taxi Car rental Permit for Taxi Regional rail Taxi

Parking garages P-2-P car rent urban Ferry Bike sharing* Parking garages
Charging stations Taxi and shared congestion Regional rail Car sharing*
Regional trains taxi charging zone
and ferry Parking rent Regional rail

Freight service* and bus

Tariff Pay-per-use Pay-per-use Pay-per-use Pay-per-use Three monthly Pay-per-use
option packages and

pay-per-use

Platform App App App App App App

Available Real time info. Real time info. Real time info. Real time info Real time info. Real time info.
functionalities Trip planning Trip planning Trip planning Trip planning Trip planning Trip planning

Booking (shared Booking Booking Booking Booking Booking
modes / Taxi / Ticketing Ticketing Ticketing Ticketing Payment
Regional train) Payment (for PT, Payment Payment Payment Invoicing
Ticketing taxi, and shared Invoicing Invoicing Invoicing
Payment taxi) Municipality
Invoicing services
Service alerts

Type of actors Public and Public and Public and Public and Public and Public and
involved private actors private actors private actors private actors private actors private actors
Service PT provider Third party Third party Third party Third party PT provider
aggregator

Use of GPS / ePay GPS / ePay GPS / ePay / GPS / ePay GPS / ePay GPS / ePay
technologies (PayiQ) e-Wallet

Demand Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
orientation

Registration Yes, for usage Yes, for usage Yes, for usage Yes, for usage Yes, for usage Yes, for
requirement and and and and and booking and

customisation customisation customisation customisation customisation customisation

Personalisation Optimised trip Optimised Store types Store favourites Calendar Save personal
plan to user’s travel plan of ticket routes synchronization mobility profile
profile (i.e. based on user’s Record and Personalised Personal info Store car & bike
annual ticket, daily agenda share journey notification on sharing sharing
subscription and disruptions Social membership
membership) interaction

Customisation Enable mode Preferred Preferred Link with social Cancelation Preferred
filtering based modes, based modes and media accounts Change of modes, based
on cost, time, on cost and payment Booking subscription on cost, time,
and CO2 footprint CO2 footprint Top-up cancellation Top-up and CO2

footprint

Note: *Planned service.
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wards users for their ‘green’ trips. These features
can be beneficial in ensuring MaaS positive con-
tribution to sustainability. On the other hand, it
also points toward a need for a monitoring sys-
tem to ensure that such feature is utilized for so-
cietal benefits.

2. The inclusion of other services—SMILE included
access to parking, park and ride service, e-vehicle,
and regional ship demonstrates the result of in-
cluding a broad range of stakeholders in MaaS.
Tuup’s inclusion of Piggybaggy, a crowdsourcing
freight transport service and My Cicero’s munici-
pality services are also unique examples howMaaS
can open the possibility for other transport related
services.

3. Mobility ‘currency’—Whim is the only scheme
considered here that employs this feature, which
can be a step toward a truly integratedmultimodal
transport system. It enables users to customise
their monthly mobility budget to best suit their
preferences and not ‘locked in’ by any sunk cost,
such as annual PT subscription or car rental mem-
bership. On the other hand, it also increases plat-
form provider influence toward pricing of service.
AWhimpoint purchase through itsmost expensive
subscription (389€ for 10,000 points) is more than
50% cheaper than aWhim point purchase through
its most basic package (89€ for 1,000 points). The
economy of scale of such basic commodity can
have implications on equity aspects.

4. State of the Art and Future Challenges with MaaS

In this section, we examine the perspective implications
of MaaS based on our proposed core characteristics in
three areas of transport practice: travel demand model-
ing, supply-side analysis, and designing business model.

4.1. Demand-Side Modelling

Transport modelling is important and essential for es-
timating travel demand and offering valuable informa-
tion to policy makers and transport planners. During the
years, several modelling approaches have been explored
and formulated. In travel demand modelling, conven-
tional models were aggregate in nature and the domi-
nant approach was the four-step modelling process. Dis-
satisfaction with trip-based models, policy needs for de-
tailed sociodemographic information for the trip at indi-
vidual/household level but mostly the behavioural inad-
equacy of this approach has led to the emergence of dis-
aggregate forecastingmodels (Bhat & Koppelman, 1999).
Both supply and demand models have evolved from
static to dynamic capturing travel behaviour in terms of
time-dependent conditions and information, and from
an aggregate to a disaggregate representation of travel,
focusing on the heterogeneity of individual traveling
(Ben-Akiva, Bottom, Gao, Koutsopoulos, & Wen, 2007).

Moving to activity-based approach, new aspects
are of crucial importance: integrity, interdependencies
between trips of the same trip chain or household,
higher temporal and spatial aggregation and a strong be-
havioural basis, as engaging in an activity in fact ‘repre-
sents’ a dynamic interaction of household needs, tasks,
and constraints (Rasouli & Timmermans, 2014a). One of
the first types of activity-based models were the con-
straintsmodels, examining the feasibility of agendaswith
a great emphasis on the role of spatial-temporal con-
straints on daily travel behaviour. Then, the second ap-
proach in activity-based modelling was the economet-
ric one, based on discrete choice models and on the
principle of utility maximisation to model pattern for-
mation. Following those, rule-basedmodels (also known
as computational process models) have developed, cre-
ating activity schedules based on heuristics and deci-
sion rules. However, more extended approaches have
emerged including time-space prisms and constraints
and agent-based modelling (Bhat & Koppelman, 1999;
Timmermans, Arentze, & Joh, 2002).

All these activity-based model systems have been
built upon the assumption that travel decisions aremade
under conditions of certainty. This hypothesis can be
considered not realistic, as the state of transportation
systems is affected by a variety of uncertainty factors
and decision makers don’t have a perfect knowledge
about their choice set. So, in order to improve the ac-
curacy and reliability of such models, interesting theo-
ries and models of human choice and decision-making
under risk and uncertainty have been explored and de-
veloped in travel behaviour analysis (Rasouli & Timmer-
mans, 2014b). Among these, prospect theoretic mod-
els (Kahnema & Tversky, 1979) and regret-based mod-
els (Chorus, Arentze, & Timmermans, 2008) are gaining
an interest in travel behaviour research in recent years,
serving as a valuable alternative to the dominant utility-
maximisation models. The introduction of uncertainty in
the decision-making process should be accompanied by
the identification and exploration of other drivers of trav-
ellers’ choice behaviours, which must be considered in
modelling travel demand for innovativemobility services
like MaaS in the dynamic and complex context of the
smart city.

MaaS is a user-centered service adopting the ad-
vances of technology and ICT to offer various mobility
solutions to customers, conceptualising travel differently.
In this new context, peoplewill have awide list of options
to choose from, based on public and private transport
modes, multiple needs and preferences, and a service
which allows them to pursue more activities within the
same timeline (multitasking). Activity-based modelling
techniques are considered crucial for understanding how
individual and households organise their daily activities.
At the same time, ICT and smartphones have contributed
positively to models used to predict the sequence be-
tween activity and travel episodes. However, attempting
to deliver innovative services like MaaS, requires exten-
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sions in current activity-basedmodelling, considering the
more dynamic context of modern lifestyle, social influ-
ence, ICT, responses to travel recommendation systems,
attitudes and subjective considerations and the increas-
ing degree of uncertainty. Thus, a critical reflection on
how to expand current activity-based models and their
underlying theories and choice models is needed to bet-
ter capture the comprehensive nature of the travel be-
haviour and decision-making process related to MaaS.
Other theories and models originally formulated in dif-
ferent fields, like marketing, behavioural economics, so-
cial psychology and technology and innovation, might be
explored for their appropriateness in modelling the de-
mand side of MaaS.

To the best of our knowledge, asMaas is an emerging
trend and its implementation in the real world is still lim-
ited, there is a very small number of studies examining
the travel demand modelling for MaaS. Sochor, Ström-
berg and Karlsson (2014, 2015) studied the changes in
travel behaviours, users’ mode choices and level of satis-
factions by collecting and analysing data on a six-month
field operational test of UbiGo. Data was collected from
participating and non-participating households, through-
out a mixed-methods approach, to identify the interests
and the obstacles for joining UbiGo. Results reveal the
main motives of adopting and using MaaS (i.e. curios-
ity, convenience, flexibility) and how they change over
time. Findings also indicate that the participants could
be considered as innovators or early adopters, confirm-
ing the need to integrate innovation theory in travel
demand modelling applied to MaaS. Afterward, Sochor,
Strömberg and Karlsson (2016) focus on the application
of Roger’s diffusion of innovation theory as a useful tool
for travel behaviour change in a sustainable direction.

In their study about the development of a mobil-
ity assistance system, Hilgert, Kagerbauer, Schuster and
Becker (2016) develop a new activity-generationmodule
in the agent-based, microscopic travel demand model
mobiTopp (Mallig, Kagerbauer, & Vorisch, 2013) to gain
insights about changes in travel behaviour and daily mo-
bility patterns due to the use of customized mobility ser-
vices. This model used a utility function base on user’s
favourite criteria (e.g. time, cost, and, preferred modes
of transport). Binomial and multinomial logit models
were estimated to analyse activity and travel related
decisions at different steps, using the data of the Ger-
man Mobility Panel (MOP) (Hilgert et al., 2016). The im-
plementation of this travel demand model is still ongo-
ing, but it is expected to quantify the effects of mobil-
ity assistance on individual daily travel behaviour and
travel demands.

As underlined by the European Commission (2016),
existing quantitative studies on MaaS impacts on users
travel behaviour are not yet developed. For a better un-
derstanding of this emergent phenomenon and its im-
plications, studying and modelling user’s acceptance fac-
tors and travel-related choices represent an urgent area
for further research.

4.2. Supply-Side Modelling

The supply side focuses on the modes of transport of-
fered and covers both design and operations. The impact
that MaaS has on the supply side can be perceived in the
early name that this concept was given in the EU policy
scene in 2009: the “Fifth Mode” (Schade, Krail, & Kühn,
2014). There are different reasons why MaaS represents
such a disruptive concept for the supply side despite aim-
ing “merely” at a complete integration of the existing
modes of transport, and we aim at mentioning the most
relevant ones.

The integration that MaaS represents has been trig-
gered by the number and variety of new on-demand
transportation services that have appeared in the trans-
portation arena. Among these services, we encounter
shared services, namely car-sharing and bike-sharing.
The one-way configuration of these shared services (the
car or bike can be left at the destination and not nec-
essarily at the initial pick-up point), is the one that al-
lows for more flexibility and, therefore, the most suit-
able for MaaS. The major challenges in designing such
services are vehicle fleet optimization and relocation
strategies (Cepolina, Farina, & Pratelli, 2014). A step for-
ward needed to bring them further under aMaaS ecosys-
tem would be to take the integrated MaaS supply net-
work into account in these relocation strategies. The
effect of autonomous vehicles is another aspect that
needs to be considered and that will ease relocation ef-
forts. Research suggests that autonomous cars can rebal-
ance themselves in the network and coordinate their ac-
tions at a system-wide level (Zhang, Spieser, Frazzoli, &
Pavone, 2011), solving some of the possible system level
problems of car-sharing and Litman (2017) suggests that
automatic car-sharing/taxi schemeswill become a reality
in 2030-40s suggesting a positive impact of automated
vehicles on MaaS.

Other on-demand transportation services that will
play an important role in MaaS are demand responsive
on-demand services. They can be classified into individ-
ual services, such as regular taxis or Uber-like services,
and collective services (e.g. Kutsuplus and Uberpool).
The major challenge in modelling this kind of services
lies in designing the routing strategy for the vehicles.
The routing algorithm to deal with this routing problem
has been widely studied and is known in optimisation
as the dial-a-ride problem (DARP), which is a generalisa-
tion of the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP). Heuristic
search algorithms have been proven to provide optimal
solutions for these problems. To control and plan the re-
quests with the desired level of service in the pick-up and
drop-off times, the supplier uses the time window ap-
proach, as studied, for example, in (Mahmoudi & Zhou,
2016). As an extension of the DARP, the Integrated Dial-a-
ride Problem (IDARP) includes the integration of demand
responsive services with fixed route services. This mode
integration scheme shows how the combination of differ-
ent modes of transport can improve the transportation
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network by exploiting the benefits of each service, as it is
aimed at inMaaS ecosystems. The optimisation objective
of such integration focuses onmaximising passenger util-
ity (Wilson, Weissberg, & Hauser, 1976), maximising the
service capacity (Liaw, White, & Bander, 1996), or any
other operational or service related aspect.

Further than the mentioned IDARP, which focuses on
the integration of demand responsive services and fixed
route service only, the intermodal mobility planning
needs to consider all available services. Currently, it is
mainly approached applying concepts from the realm of
graph theory and constraint-satisfaction-problems (Ma-
such, Marco, & Keiser, 2013), but available research on
this topic is still limited.

Even if the integration of transport modes is the first
requirement in MaaS schemes, payment integration and
ICT integration are also main components in the supply
integration thatMaaS offers, as it has also been reported
by Kamargianni et al. (2016). Regarding payment integra-
tion, smart cards have been itsmain enabler. Smart cards
offer a large amount of information that can be used
both in the planning and operation stages. Nevertheless,
better algorithms are still needed to validate the data,
and new modelling methods will be needed, such as the
Totally Disaggregate Approach, to deal with the high de-
tailed level of resolution provided by these information
sources (Pelletier, Trépanier, & Morency, 2011). MaaS
enablers will need to consider these aspects since the in-
tegration of all available modes will intensify these prob-
lems. The longitudinal data provided by these integrated
payment methods can be used to better understand
travel patterns and better localise the critical points for
the supply-demand optimisation. Privacy of data is an-
other principal source of concern about the smart card
(and alike) payment methods (Dempsey, 2008). More
recently, mobile payments (considered as virtual smart
cards) are also being studied (Di Pietro, Guglielmetti Mu-
gion, Mattia, Renzi, & Toni, 2015).

Integration ofmodes and the payment for their usage
would not be useful in MaaS if the whole information of
these services were not readily available. This is why the
advancements in ICT platforms are a major aspect in the
development of MaaS systems. The integrated and real-
time multimodal information provided to the traveler
can update a traveller’s perception of the travel alterna-
tives dynamically (Chorus, Molin, & Van Wee, 2006) and
challenge the perceptions of their perceived utility re-
lated to non-carmodes (Kenyon& Lyons, 2003), inducing
modal shift. This information is acquired from unifying
very different types and sources of the data, and the data
aggregation is still one of the main technical challenges
when dealing with intermodal algorithms (Masuch et al.,
2013). The integration of information is of vital impor-
tance and a pillar inMaaS: it is what the end user receives
and upon which the whole supply network builds upon.
Other than that, good governance and business models
need to be assured to ensure the correct functioning of
such a complex system.

4.3. Governance and Business Model to Match Supply
and Demand

An implementation of MaaS can have significant impacts
to the existing business model of public transport, espe-
cially on the level of integration. An increase in the re-
quired level of integration can pose a dilemma for pub-
lic transport providers in their decisions related to inte-
gration with other operators. Traditionally, public trans-
port services are usually provided by monopoly or multi-
service providers benefiting from economies of scope
and scale (Viton, 1992; Farsi, Fetz, & Filippini, 2007).
Apart from the conventional provision of services and its
pros and cons, public transport providers might benefit
from MaaS, which seems an advanced version of inte-
grated public transport services. Technically, integration
of services may be realised by using so-called platform
technology, which facilitates interactions between trav-
ellers and suppliers of transport services in an improved
or smarter way (Ballon, 2009; Gawer, 2014). Economists
perceive platforms as markets which mediate transac-
tions across different customer groups or ‘sides’. Multi-
sided platform (MSP) is a model for MaaS. Besides few
practical examples to date, experience can be gained
from other industries such as ICT, telecommunications,
and airlines industry (Hagiu & Wright, 2015).

A crucial characteristic of MSP is the presence of the
network externalities (also known as network effects and
demand-side economies). Direct and indirect externali-
ties are two types of network effects (Shapiro & Varian,
1999). The direct network effect is that utility of a product
increases by growing number of users on the same side
of the platform, usually for product interconnecting peo-
ple such as communication technologies (i.e. telephone,
e-mail, games). The indirect network effect is defined as
an effect in which an increase in the number of users on
one side is beneficial to other sides of the platform. The
indirect effects that arise between users and developers
of games stem from two sources: 1) a membership ef-
fect, which members on one side enjoy greater benefits
of having moremembers on the other side to potentially
transact with, independent of the nature of the product
and 2) a usage effect, which users have greater benefits
from using better complementary products (Rochet & Ti-
role, 2003).

Additionally, platforms create value by coordinating
these services through providing information about the
prices and qualities of the services. For example, Uber
offers a platform that matches travellers demanding a
trip and car owners that want to supply this trip (Gawer,
2014; Hagiu, 2014). MSPs reduce search and transaction
costs. Search costs are costs incurred by the multiple
sides before they interact, to determine the best “trading
partners.” (Hagiu & Wright, 2015). Nevertheless, there
are certain challenges in establishing a platform, such as
the chicken and egg problem (getting both sides to use
the platform) and gaining a critical mass of users on both
sides in the right proportions to guarantee acceptable
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added-value and sustainable growth of platforms (Hagiu,
2014; Jullien & Caillaud, 2003).

Few studies investigated the application of MSP in
public transport. Finger et al. (2015) explain the concept
of MaaS with practical examples. Their evaluation covers
the challenges in operationalising mobility platforms, in-
cluding getting a critical mass and regulatory challenge
to provide a market opportunity for platforms. Sochor
et al. (2015) discuss the matches and mismatches of cus-
tomers’ expectations with delivered services during ex-
perimenting UbiGo. Although the project’s expectations
were met on increased of transport options, easier pay-
ment, tracking expenditures, and reduced need for pri-
vate car ownership, there are also several mismatches.
Firstly, the revenue generated by the service was below
expectation. This is due to the below-than-expected car
rental and car sharing services usage by its users. Ad-
ditionally, regulation on the reselling of PT service pre-
vented UbiGo from purchase PT services and make a
profit of them. Secondly, the users needed to pay a mini-
mum amount in advance and they perceived it less flexi-
ble. A study by Meurs & Timmermans (2017) define and
discussed the features and challenges for successful im-
plementation of MSP. They explain the concept of net-
work externalities as an important feature of MSP. In-
creasing the number of car shares make the platform
more attractive for other users (direct network effect)
and If more transport providers join the platform, the
utility of travellers will increase due to more options be-
ing offered (indirect network effect). Additionally, the
chicken-and-egg problem and achieving the critical mass
are mentioned as challenges in implementing MSP in PT.
König et al. (2016) define business ecosystem of MaaS
and develop a framework to value chain of different
MaaS schemes. A similar work is done by Kamargianni &
Matyas (2017), classifying different actors based on the
relationships with MaaS providers. They conclude that
the distribution model of MaaS differs from the preva-
lence way of mobility services’ provision which is one of
the distinctive features of MSP. The MaaS providers ag-
gregate the offering services by mobility providers. Thus,
MaaS is not only about the integration of mobility ser-
vices, but also requires a complete restructuring of the
supply chain of mobility service providers.

5. Conclusion

The novelty and fuzzy natures of MaaS make it a chal-
lenge to ascertain whatMaaS is, its implications and how
to address them. We distilled a set of core characteris-
tics of MaaS from a literature review and used this to
present an overview of selected MaaS schemes that ful-
fil more or less these elements. The review reveals that
while there is a diversity in attributes, such as person-
alisation, customisation, tariff options and platform ag-
gregators, certain patterns can be observed among the
schemes considered, such as the modes included in the
services, available basic functionality (real time informa-

tion, trip planning, booking, and ticketing) and employed
technologies (GPS, E-ticket, and E-payment). It also ap-
pears that certain schemes go further to offer perk fea-
tures, such as trip disruption warning and synchroniza-
tion with personal agenda.

The assessment also reveals certain attributes
unique to case studies, such as features that can influ-
ence trip decision, the inclusion of other services, such
as freight transport and municipality services, and the
use of a mobility currency. These characteristics may
add to enhance the proposed framework but requires
additional case studies to confirm if they are essential
parts or perks of MaaS.

We then look at the possible implications of these
core characteristics toward demand modelling, supply
modelling, and governance in transport practices. We es-
tablished the state of art in the mentioned fields and
proposed the probable enhancements needed to deliver
such an innovative service like MaaS. Our suggestions in-
clude extensions in current activity-based modelling, im-
provements in optimisation of vehicle fleet and routing
for DRT, and enhancements on integrations, among oth-
ers. We also point out challenges in the implementation
of the multi-sided platforms, such as chicken and egg
problem and achieving a critical mass of user.

The findings in this study provide a point of refer-
ence for MaaS definition, a description framework of
relevant schemes, and a direction toward further works
in the three areas. It should also be relevant to other
researches or activities related to Mobility-as-a-Service.
Additional enhancements to this analysis can be made
by addingmore schemes into the description framework,
which can further reveal differences, similarities, and
unique characteristics of the services.
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